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Great gift under $15.00 USD. Best Selling Publisher of 100+ Puzzle Books "2020 Season NFL MVP - RODGERS" "Part of a helmet - FACEMASK" "North of the 49th league CANADIAN" "Monday Night Broadcaster - ABC" "2001 XFL made of - EIGHTTEAMS" "Made on a game - ABET" "Chiefs HOF LB Bobby - BELL" "Calls the coin toss - CAPTAIN"
"Steelers owner, 1988-2017 - DANROONEY" "Peyton Manning jersey - EIGHTEEN" *Examples of contents. May not be exact clues/solutions 100% Football content Players,
teams, leagues, legends, slang, nicknames, coaches, tips, and equipment A great gift for yourself or the Football enthusiast in your life Features: Decorated Interior 6" X 9" Convenient Portable Size Original Artist Cover & Interior Design High resolution Matte cover (300dpi) High quality paper stock. Thick front and back pages Professional binding to
ensure spine strength This Beautiful, custom designed entertaining crossword puzzle activity book provides hours of focus through concentration. Give them something they'll
remember!
Look up, down, and across - for F-U-N! Get ready to sit back, relax, and engage your brain with The Everything Easy Word Search Book! This book is filled with 200 easy (but not
too easy!) puzzles that are sure to add a little fun to your day. Covering an array of entertaining subjects, you'll love finding solutions to puzzle themes like: It's Delicious Word
Play Sports The Physical World People In the House And more! Perfect for any time, this collection of word searches is a must-have for fans like you who can't get enough of
these addicting puzzles!
Wonderful Word Search is a small but chunky book filled with over 300 puzzles to complete.
Hours of fun with this baseball themed adult word search book. More than 90 puzzles 8.5 x 11-inch Paperback Large-Print Fonts Makes a great Christmas, Birthday,
Independence Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving, Labor Day, Mother's or Father's Day gift
? Let's Play! ? Looking for a fun way to pass the time or a great travel game that also provides mental stimulation? This Sports & Games themed Word Search & Word Scramble
book is the perfect solution. With 50, easy to read, Large Print puzzles specifically designed for any sports enthusiast, it will keep you engaged for hours. Puzzles vary from trivia
based to football, baseball, basketball, and hockey. Also makes a great gift for Dad this Father's Day! 50 Large Print Puzzles Medium Difficulty for kids or adults Themed puzzles
Answer Keys provided Easy to read font - no more eye strain! Don't wait, get yours today!
Give your brain a boost with Spanish word puzzles for adults and search for Spanish words that are hidden in a grid. This word search in Spanish (large print) has 106 puzzles
that will keep you busy for a while. What you will find inside this Spanish search a word book: The inside margins is large enough to tear out the pages if you wish. This Spanish
word find book has 106 Spanish word puzzles with a variety of Spanish words. Each puzzle has 30 words. Each word varies in length from 3 - 30 characters. Grid sizes are 17 x
17 letters big and the font is a large print font of 24 points. The words are all alphabetically arranged. All solutions are in the back of the book. Each page has one puzzle with the
Spanish words directly below. To find the words in the grid, you will have to search in all directions i.e. up, down, right, left and diagonally. To ensure that the large print is even
bigger, the book size is very large at 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 * 27.94 cm). Spanish word puzzles (búsqueda de palabras) in large print will help you relax and keep your brain busy
during those times when you have nothing to do. Don't wait. Order your Spanish word find book for adults in large print now. Want more fun? Buy two or more Spanish word
search for adults books and compete with your friends to see who can complete the puzzles the fastest.
Regular price: $15.99 Just $6.99 for a limited time! DID YOU KNOW: Word search puzzles for kids are not only fun, but they are a great way to build a strong vocabulary and
boost letter recognition? This large print collection of super fun Sports word search puzzles is perfect for girls and boys ages 7-12. There are 10 words to search for in each
puzzle with words varying length. Some puzzles will be easier and some will be more challenging. Your little one will feel so empowered when he or she finds the hidden words!
The super fun Sports Word Search Book for Kids features: 30+ puzzles in large print format (8.5"x11") that are perfect for kids-- or any other puzzle lover, in fact. Sports themed
puzzles that are filled with sports words!Answer key at the back of the book in case you get stuck and can't find a word! A beautiful, high quality glossy cover This large print word
search book is perfect for: Sports lover
Big pages, easy to see sports related large print word search puzzle book. These word search puzzles were designed to be easily solved. All of the puzzle words are listed in
large print below it's word search puzzle. Once the start letter of the puzzle word is found. The word can be read normally, across from left to right. Top down, or diagonally
upwards or downwards towards the right. There are no backwards words. The fifty large print word search puzzle topics include team sports. Including football, basketball,
cricket, hockey, baseball and rugby. Water sports like sailing, rowing and swimming. Winter sports such as skiing, curling, and ice skating. Racket sports including tennis, squash,
and badminton. As well as other sports subjects as diverse as mountaineering, fencing, darts, motor racing, and athletics. This is a wordsearch for adults and seniors puzzle
book.
This crossword puzzle book is different. Unlike most puzzle books, all of the puzzles in each book in this new series focus on a single subject. - All the puzzles in "Crossword
Puzzles for Sports Lovers A to Z" focus on 6 sports: baseball, basketball, football, tennis, hockey and soccer. - Learn new facts about your favorite sport while enjoying an entire
book of puzzles with fascinating clues. - Anyone who likes sports will really like these puzzles. - There is no repetition from puzzle to puzzle. - Illustrations on the theme add
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interest. - This crossword puzzle book makes a perfect gift for the sports lover - and is sure to please. - The puzzler has the benefit of concentrating on a favorite subject. "When I
got the A to Z puzzle book, I thought I was going to show off how much I knew about my favorite subject - sports. Was I ever surprised how much I learned doing these puzzles. It
was great fun!" DM
The Everything Giant Book of Sports Word Searches-Sports and puzzle fun in one Giant volume! Love the fast-paced thrill of a high energy basketball game? Addicted to the
quiet intensity of a championship golf tournament? Dig the reckless speed of auto racing? No matter your favorite, The Everything Giant Book of Sports Word Searches will
satisfy your every sports related passion. Puzzle master Charles Timmerman's latest collection combines the fun of word searches with the exhilaration of popular sports for the
ultimate puzzling experience! This gigantic collection features hundreds of entertaining puzzles based on the world of sports. With more than 300 major-league word searches,
it's the next best thing to the Superbowl!
Super Fun and Engaging Word Search Puzzle Book for Kids Who Love Sports! One of the best ways for kids to learn is by playing games and solving puzzles! Unlike the
traditional ways of learning, these puzzles are much more engaging and children really enjoy them! If your child likes sports, then this sports themed word search puzzle book is a
great way to get them engaged in learning without them even realizing it. Your child will learn new words, recognize familiar ones, and remember their spelling with more ease.
Here's why this sports themed word search puzzle is special: Keeps your child entertained and learning at the same time Will expose your child to many different sports they may
have never heard of An answer key at the back of the book - in case both of you can't find a word, just FLIP to the corresponding page and discover the solution! This book is a
perfect gift for kids aged 9-12, it can also provide fun for the entire family if you choose to solve the puzzles together! Scroll up, click on "Add to Cart" and Let The Fun Begin!
If you love sports team names and word searches, then this is the book for you! R.J. Foster and Richard B. Foster have taken their passion for sports and puzzles, and combined
the two. These puzzles are of the names of sports teams; Names such as Lions, Warriors, Sharks, Bears, Eagles, Lightning, Cardinals, Braves, etc. This book has 25 different
puzzles about sports team names. These word searches are on thicker, stronger pages than most puzzle books. There is even a blank Notes Page to the left of each puzzle in
case you would like to take notes to help solve the puzzle or simply write notes regarding any words that interest you. Enjoy this special Football Cover Edition! *Sports in this
edition include American Football, Basketball, Baseball, and Hockey*
Over 80 Different Basketball Themed Word Puzzles Think You Know Basketball? This is the perfect book for the sports fan in your life who also loves word puzzles. This
collection of word searches and word scrambles provides hours of entertainment. But, that's not all. Many of the puzzle clues are also quiz questions. Quiz friends about the first
names of famous basketball hall of famers or see how well you know the locations for well-known basketball arenas. The answers are included in the book. Each puzzle is
unique. The puzzles are in fun shapes such as basketballs, clovers, spirals, trains, cars, and diamonds. Inside you will find puzzles about: Basketball Words Hall of Fame Players
NBA Teams College Teams Current Star Players Arenas And Much More Once you start working on these addictive puzzles you won't be able to stop. Compete with your friends
to see who really has the highest basketball I.Q. This book also makes the perfect gift for that hard to please sports fan on your list. What are you waiting for? Stretch your
muscles and get your game on because it's time for some basketball. Get Your Copy of Sports Word Searches and Scrambles Right Now."
PACKED FULL OF SOCCER OR FOOTBALL FUN! Free cut-out bookmark on back cover Beautifully designed book with high quality artwork Fun filled book for children aged
8-12 Makes a great gift for children who love soccer or play on their soccer team Hours of educational sports fun to keep the kids entertained OVER 35 FUN ACTIVITIES!
Includes spot the difference puzzles, coloring pages, crossword puzzles, 9x9 grid Sudoku puzzles, word scrambles, word searches, secret code Sudoku (we've coined the phrase
Sudokode), and lots more!
An engaging and fun word search puzzle book for fishing fans! Try to solve the 110 searches related to fishing! Features: -Fishing Theme: Features 110 individually themed
searches including fish species, types of bait, rods, fishing terms, lakes and much more! 50 searches featuring over 750 different species of fish! 35 searches listing various
fishing terms such as bait types, knots, rods, nets and more! 25 additional miscellanous fishing themed searches. (popular lakes, famous fishermen, etc.) -Large Size: 8.5x11"
dimensions for easy reading and solving! -Medium Challenge: The word searches are set at a medium difficulty so they can be played by any age group! The words are found in
any direction but are limited to a 15x15 grid. -110 Searches with Solutions: This book contains many hours of fun with 110 puzzles to solve! Makes a perfect gift for any word
search lovers or fishing fans that are in your life!
Sports Fans Large Print Word Search Puzzles101 Sports-Themed Word Search Puzzles Fun for the Whole Family! This large print word search book provides hours of fun,
challenge, and sports-related entertainment. Sports fans will love these original word search puzzles based on favorite players, teams, and sports terminology. Perfect for kids
and adults. Includes all major sports including football, soccer, tennis, baseball, hockey, basketball, golf, and lots more! Large, easy-to-read font Printed on 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper
Includes answers to all puzzles Great gift idea or buy one for yourself!
If you love sports team names and word searches, then this is the book for you! R.J. Foster has taken his passion for sports and puzzles, and combined the two. This book has 25 different
puzzles about sports team names. These word searches are on thicker, stronger pages than most puzzle books. There is even a blank Notes Page to the left of each puzzle in case you would
like to take notes to help solve the puzzle or simply write notes regarding any words that interest you. Enjoy! *Sports in this edition include Football, Basketball, Baseball, and Hockey*
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Word Search Genius Level: Sports Edition.100 Word Search Puzzles.Fed up of doing easy word searches? Well, fortunately we have developed some fiendish little puzzles for serious word
search experts.And just to make them even harder, we don't give you the answers either! So there is no cheating or giving up.You'll just have to keep looking until you find them all.
Sports Illustrated's first venture into the world of puzzle books features old faves such as crosswords and picture puzzles, and also a new kind of puzzle called a cross stat that is tailor-made
for sports trivia fanatics. Just turn the page and . . . let the games begin!
Over 70 Different Football Themed Word Puzzles Think You Know Football? This is the perfect book for the sports fan in your life who also loves word puzzles. This collection of word
searches and word scrambles provides hours of entertainment. But, that's not all. Many of the puzzle clues are also quiz questions. Quiz friends about the first names of famous football hall of
famers or see how well you know the locations for well-known football stadiums. The answers are included in the book. Each puzzle is unique. The puzzles are in fun shapes such as footballs,
clovers, spirals, and diamonds. Inside you will find puzzles about: Football Words Hall of Fame Players NFL Teams College Teams Current Star Players Stadiums And Much More Once you
start working on these addictive puzzles you won't be able to stop. Compete with your friends to see who really has the highest football I.Q. This book also makes the perfect gift for that hard
to please sports fan on your list. What are you waiting for? Stretch your muscles and put on your pads because it's time for some football. Get Your Copy of Sports Word Searches and
Scrambles Right Now."
Word searches are fun and so are sports! Athletes are always pushing themselves trying to become better. Being mentally prepared is important in any sport, in life, and as we age. Word
searches are a great way to improve ones mental capacity and strength. Whatever your sport is, if you like to challenge yourself, try some puzzles. Mental health is important to ones athletic
potential. Our love of word search puzzles has brought us to develop a line of word search books that we hope can bring joy to those who buy it. Inside this 6 by 9 book you will find: 100 sports
themed word search puzzles, 15 by 15 grid, solutions for puzzles in back of book.
Sports fans, trivia enthusiasts, and anyone who loves brain games will welcome this collection of 100 word search puzzles. Themes range from team, water, and Olympic sports to martial arts.
If you love sports team names and word searches, then this is the book for you! R.J. Foster and Richard B. Foster have taken their passion for sports and puzzles, and combined the two.
These puzzles are of the names of sports teams; Names such as Cardinals, Braves, Warriors, Bulls, Lions, Sharks, Bears, Eagles, Lightning, etc. This book has 25 different puzzles about
sports team names. These word searches are on thicker, stronger pages than most puzzle books. There is even a blank Notes Page to the left of each puzzle in case you would like to take
notes to help solve the puzzle or simply write notes regarding any words that interest you. Enjoy this special Baseball Cover Edition! *Sports in this edition include American Football,
Basketball, Baseball, and Hockey*
Updated for 2020! An engaging and fun word search puzzle book for sports fans! Try to solve the 120 searches related to sports! Features: -Sports Theme: Features word searches from five
different sports! The searches are individually themed and contain sports teams, terms, lingo, star players, past legends, and much more! 24 Hockey Searches 24 Basketball Searches 24
Football Searches 24 Soccer Searches 24 Baseball Searches -Large Size: 8.5x11" dimensions for easy reading and solving! -Medium Challenge: The word searches are set at a medium
difficulty so they can be played by any age group! The words are found in any direction but are limited to a 15x15 grid. -120 Searches with Solutions: This book contains many hours of fun with
120 puzzles to solve! Makes a perfect gift for any word search lovers or sports fans that are in your life!

It's Kickoff time! Regardless of whether you're a football fan or avid puzzler who enjoys new challenges, this Football Word Search Puzzle Book is an easy touchdown. Are you
able to find the all-time great players, record holders and your favorite teams hidden inside the grids? This huge collection of football themed word finds also features unique
puzzles on team mascots, stadiums, announcers, movies and so many others. The best part is that you don't have to wait until Sunday to have hours of endless fun and
entertainment cheering for your favorite team! More than 50 Football Themed Puzzles to work your way through Perfect for football lovers, sports junkies and avid puzzlers All
puzzle solutions are listed in the back of the book Suitable for all abilities
We have assembled 1000 plus Sports Themed Words from Famous Sports like Baseball, Basketball, Golf, Football, Tennis etc. in the word search puzzle format, so the sports
lovers can enjoy solving these puzzles. Almost everybody enjoys solving puzzles, and one popular type of puzzle is word jumble or word search puzzles. These are puzzles
where the solver has to search a grid of letters (which at first glance might appear to be completely randomly selected) for words hidden within the grid. The challenge of the
puzzle comes from the facts that not all the letters are used as parts of words, and that the words can be in any direction at all, be that horizontal, diagonal or vertical, including
such hard-to-spot directions as right to left and bottom to top. It should also be remembered that while word search puzzles are mainly about fun, they can also have educational
benefits too. Solving a word search puzzle requires concentration and attention to detail.
Fans of Hasbro’s classic SCATTERGORIES can now play anywhere, anytime--and even compete when there’s no other player around! And those who simply love word
searches will enjoy a new, seamlessly intertwined game-and-puzzle experience. Here are 60 searches, each with 12 theme categories--perhaps "Book Titles” or "Terms of
Endearment”--and a letter of the alphabet. Players try to come up with as many answers that start with that letter as they can. Then, they look in the grid, see if their answers are
there, and get points for every one they find. Extra letters in the grid spell out a few more items in one of the categories. Those in need of a little help can find word lists in the
back to guide them!
SPORT PUZZLES IN LARGE PRINT! Recent studies have shown that playing mentally demanding games decreases the risk of degenerative brain diseases such as
Alzheimer's. Come have fun AND sharpen your mind at the same time! We love our puzzles and we know you will too! Get one for yourself, or as a gift! Soccer Word Searches
Basketball Word Searches Football Word Searches And More Other Sports Enjoy!
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Is QAT an acceptable SCRABBLE word? How about CYMOL? Or ZYGOID? Fans of America's most popular word game improve their scores by studying lists of words like
these. But now there's a fun, new way to do it: clever word search puzzles where every word is approved by the Official SCRABBLE Players Dictionary.
Solve clever clues in over 100 mind-bending puzzles
Young sports fans will love finding hidden sports-related words in 50 themed puzzle grids: baseball, basketball, football, soccer, swimming, track and field, cycling, skateboarding,
volleyball, and many more. Not only will the book help improve spelling, vocabulary, and word recognition skills, it will increase knowledge about almost every athletic activity.
Solutions.
The Ultimate Book of Missouri Athlete-Themed Word Searches and Scrambles What Do You Know About Missouri Sports Figures? Top selling puzzle master Emily Jacobs's
newest collection of word puzzles is all about Missouri athletes. With over 90 different puzzles to work through, you will have hours of entertainment as you test your word skills
and learn all about sports figures that were born in Missouri. As you solve the different word searches, word scrambles, and other puzzles you will discover just how many of the
famous men and women you have read about are connected to the Show Me State. Inside you will find puzzles about: -Baseball Players -Football Players -Olympic Soccer
Players -Basketball Players -Hockey Players -And Many More This is the perfect puzzle book for any Missourians, especially those living far from home. It is also a great learning
tool for anyone looking to enjoy remembering favorite athletes--current and historical. It makes a fun addition to any school curriculum. This collection of word searches, word
scrambles, and other puzzles is also a great way to spend hours unplugging from electronics. With a variety of difficulty levels, these puzzles are great for children and adults.
Keep your mind focused and sharp by trying the puzzles in this book. Don't Wait Another Second. Get Your Copy of Missouri Sports Figures Right Now.
Can't get enough of word searches? With over 250 word search puzzles, The Everything Word Search Book is a perfect companion for anyone who loves to solve these clever conundrums.
Written by Charles Timmerman, the creator and founder of Funster.com, this interactive book will titillate puzzle crackers of all abilities. Word searches are organized by clever chapter themes
that will keep you guessing--and smiling! Puzzles include: On the Job - know the ropes Alive! - endangered species Celebratory - birthday party Fun and Games - Olympic sports Melodies rock and roll Big Bucks! - business leaders Laugh, relax, and improve your solving skills and visual reflexes--The Everything Word Search Book has it all!
Sports fans and anyone else who enjoys word search puzzles can enjoy this book! 50 Word Search Puzzles (10 Baseball, 10 Football, 10 Basketball, 10 Hockey, and 10 Soccer) Each puzzle
is 20 letters across, 20 letters down, and 20 hidden words www.rockypuzzler.com
Large Print Word Search Puzzles is packed with over 200 puzzles to complete.
Calling all basketball fans! This fun-packed collection of Basketball Word Search Puzzles celebrates all the most legendary teams and stars from the world of basketball, with more than 50
challenging puzzles covering all the team greats, records, mascots and so much more. With hundreds of hoops-related words to find, you're sure to have hours of fun as you immerse your
brain and attempt to find all the hidden words. A real treat for basketball fans everywhere! More than 50 Basketball Themed Puzzles to work your way through Perfect gift for all NBA, WNBA or
College basketball lovers, sports junkies and avid puzzlers All puzzle solutions are listed in the back of the book Suitable for all abilities
The Most Fun, Entertaining & Exciting Word Search Puzzles Are Finally Available! Wouldn't you like to kick back and enjoy a soothing afternoon with a magnificent puzzle book? Especially
after a hard day, the only thing that can help you unwind and relax is a good puzzle! Presenting The Ultimate Sports Word Search Puzzle Book By Moito Publishing! Created with your
maximum satisfaction in mind, this premium word search puzzle book is the ideal way to keep your mind occupied and spend endless hours of fun! The challenging puzzles will allow you to
discover the hidden words without straining your eyes, since they are clearly printed! The Perfect Puzzle For Every Sports Fan! If you think that you can find every word related to the 3 most
popular sports (baseball, basketball and football), then this marvellous word search puzzle book is just for you! Combining the fun of word search puzzles with the excitement of sports, this
Moito Publishing creation will offer you an unparalleled experience! Bet You Can't Do Just One! Once you finish your first puzzle, you will realize that you are hooked! These simple yet
challenging puzzles will become your favourite past-time! Plus, it's a great opportunity to exercise your brain and promote healthy and enhanced cognitive function! Why Wait Any Longer?
Indulge Yourself! All you have to do is grab a pencil and start solving! You will never get bored with the fun, exciting and creative puzzles that you will find in each page of our sports-themed
word search puzzle book! Don't Hesitate! Click "Add To Cart" Now & Start Enjoying Yourself!
Can't get enough word searches, but frustrated by small print? The Everything Large-Print Word Search Book is the answer for puzzlers weary with small type and tight spacing! Search for
solutions in fifteen captivating categories, including: Tasty treats Viva Las Vegas Vacation destinations It's game time! The great outdoors Jam-packed with 150 brand-new puzzles in an easyon-the-eyes format, this collection delivers hours of fun while helping to boost vocabulary, memory, and problem-solving skills. Now you can enjoy these addictive pencil puzzles without a
magnifying glass!
Sports fans and anyone else who enjoys word search puzzles can enjoy this book! 53 Large Print Word Search Puzzles on a variety of sports including some of the best known such as
Baseball, Football, Basketball, Hockey and Soccer along with many others including Golf, Volleyball, Badminton, Ping Pong, Rugby, and Cricket as well as some lesser known sports like Jai
Alai, Cornhole, and Timbersports. A great and fun variety! Each puzzle is 18 letters across, 18 letters down, and 30 hidden words. www.rockypuzzler.com
Over 65 Different Baseball Themed Puzzles Think You Know Baseball? This is the perfect book for the sports fan in your life who also loves word puzzles. This collection of word searches,
word scrambles, and matching games provides hours of entertainment. But, that's not all. Quiz friends about the first names of current players, famous baseball hall of famers, or see how well
you know the locations for well-known baseball stadiums. The answers are included in the book. Each puzzle is unique. Many of the puzzles are in fun shapes such as baseballs (circles),
clovers, trains, cars, and of course, diamonds. Inside you will find puzzles about: Baseball Words Hall of Fame Players MLB Teams World Series Teams Current Star Players Stadiums And
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Much More Once you start working on these addictive puzzles you won't be able to stop. Compete with your friends to see who really has the highest baseball I.Q. This book also makes the
perfect gift for that hard to please sports fan on your list. What are you waiting for? Stretch your muscles and get your game on because it's time for some baseball. Get Your Copy of Sports
Word Searches and Scrambles Right Now."
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